
Minutes
Science and Engineering Cluster Meeting

Friday, August 21, 2015, 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM, M7-111

1. Roll call 
John Armstrong (C), Jimmy Gamez (C), Mevlut Guvendik (C), Melissa Liechty (C), Cristina Moisii (C), Amy 
Picchi (C), Dan Wagner (C), Anastasia Harris (C), Tatiana Zuvich (C), Daryl Davis (M), Zhengrong Li (M), 
Scott Herber (M), Alan Spindler (M), Tom Reed (M), Lynta Thomas (M), Ronald Vanderveer (M), Janice 
Burger (P), Xiaodi Chen (P), Melodee DeCoteau (P), Chris Harvey (P), Donna Iannotti (P), Sandi Melkonian 
(P), Joshua Ojwang (P), Sue Phillips (P), Jessica Schrader (P), Ramona Smith (P), Dale McGinnis (P), Chris 
Petrie (T), James Yount (T) (Cluster Chair).

Excused: Ashley Spring (M), James Bottesch (C), Billie Brown (P), Eric Harms (M), Susan Styron (M), Willie 
Smith (M), Penny McDonald (M)

2. New faculty introductions
Dr. Zhengrong Li. a new chemistry professor in Melbourne was introduced and described some of his 
background. Welcome aboard!

Faculty were also informed as to how to include photos on their school web page. (myEFSC -> Faculty-Edit 
Your Faculty Web Pages -> Launch -> Click “Yes” button next to “Photo Posted”.)

Old Business: 

3. Maximum Class Size
From Spring Meeting:

Faculty were reminded of our vote to limit class size to 28 students, although this may be less depending on 
safety issues and classroom size. Faculty expressed the desire that Administration post the maximum 
allowed student count outside each classroom similar to that done in restaurants. Also, Faculty feel that 
there needs to be more Administrative oversight in providing safety information regarding labs. Faculty 
would like to see a central Lab Safety expert that would take responsibility for routine maintenance, lab 
checks, appropriate safety purchases, class size recommendations, and otherwise see to it that all labs are in 
compliance with appropriate regulatory agencies. Jim is contacting Dr. Simpson to see how to proceed with 
this request and will check with Faculty before doing anything else.

This apparently never came up in negotiations, so for the time being place class size as appropriate for fire code, 
etc.

4. Update on General Education Core
Discussion at Fall 2014 Meeting:
Concerns among Faculty were expressed regarding action to be taken if a student transfers to EFSC and needs 
credit in a course that we do not have. 
Action: 
I contacted Christie DiSturco about this and below is her response. We will need some further work on this. 
Faculty suggested that we design and implement missing general ed courses - we would not have to offer them, 
but they would exist for transfer purposes. 
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I spoke with Coreen Lowe in our department who handles many transfer evaluations. The long and short of it 
is: it depends. The transferability of the course depends on whether we offer it, what institution the course is 
coming from (in-state/out-of-state/private, the accrediting agency), what the pre-requisites are, and the 
course description.
 
We looked up PHY 1020 and did not see any courses transferred in from a handful of institutions selected. We 
also checked CHM 1020 and that course is transferring in as CHM 1025 from both Valencia and UCF, but is 
not accepted from some other institutions. So it all depends on the institution.

Science Cluster adopting a “wait and see” to find out if and how transfers are affected by the new Core.

New Business (Information Items):

5. Think Tank for NSF RCN-UBE grant
Jessica provided details on a think tank to discuss potential projects promoting success in 2 year college to 4 
year college transfer students in biochemistry and  molecular biology (and related fields). The current tentative 
date would be Friday, January 8th.

Hi Everyone,

As I discussed at the cluster meeting, I have recently joined the steering committee for an NSF RCN-
UBE grant to the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (ASBMB) to develop 
concept driven teaching strategies in molecular and life sciences. The grant is in its last year, and the 
committee plans to hold a series of think tanks for future projects scheduled around some of the coming 
workshops for the current grant. I have volunteered to organize a faculty workshop for the current grant 
AND a think tank here in the Melbourne area to discuss potential projects that may promote success of 
students transferring from primarily 2 year to 4 year institutions in biochemistry and molecular biology 
(and related fields). The current tentative date for the think tank would be Friday, January 8th, and that 
for the workshop would be Saturday, January 9th (the weekend before Spring term starts).  

THINK TANK: We (the ASBMB) would want to invite local administrators and faculty from nearby 
state colleges (EFSC, IRSC, Valencia, etc.) and local colleges and universities receiving transfer students 
from them (UCF, FIT, Rollins, etc.).  Ideally, I’d like to have a group of 10 to 20 invitees including 
administrators and chemistry and biology faculty that have experience with alignment. I do not have the 
local contact network, so I need suggested names of Bio & Chem faculty from other institutions in the 
area to invite, as well as one Chem and one Bio faculty member from our cluster who have a lot of 
experience attending the alignment meetings and expertise in biochemistry/molecular biology to 
volunteer to be invited.  

             WORKSHOP: The workshops are intended to bring together a wide-range of individuals with 
expertise in concept inventory development, science education research and student assessment to 
develop a resource library containing classroom tools to help biochemistry and molecular biology 
educators in their teaching practices. The final agenda for the coming workshops is not yet finalized, but 
it will probably involve sharing and developing classroom practices and assessments for core concepts 
in biochemistry/molecular biology. Our primary concept categories are energy, structure & function, 
information storage, evolution, homeostasis, and skills. We are currently editing and finalizing the 
specific learning goals for each category, and I will let the cluster know when these have been uploaded 
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to the project website should anyone wish to read them. The workshop is free and open to any interested 
faculty. I will let the cluster know when registration is open. I highly recommend attending to any Bio or 
Chem faculty looking to network with fellow faculty from other institutions and/or seeking an 
opportunity to contribute to the profession.  

         Thank you for taking the time to read this and please let me know if you can help me collect names 
to invite to the Think Tank.

6. Acceleration Mechanisms
Faculty were informed that Dr. Cobb wants to reconfigure methods for acceleration. It is considered a faculty 
decision, but many courses have no method. Consider methods of acceleration that account for job experience. 
There was some discussion regarding appropriateness of acceleration mechanisms for various courses.

7. Partnerships with Elementary Schools
Partnership with Endeavor Elementary - provide with some services (access to our healthcare for students and 
parents) as well as other avenues and departments (as many as possible), tutoring, enrichment, food pantry, 
parent involvement, financial planning, adult ed. Education department has done this but we have not as a whole 
college. 

8. Professional Development
Encourage faculty to keep documentation for three years.

9. Accessibility of Publisher LMS for Individuals with Disabilities
Some issues include Flash videos, labeling of Periodic Tables, fuzzy images, text that does not magnify 
correctly, screen reader does not read tables and some math symbols correctly. 

Faculty had some discussion of related issues with software, and the need to notify Educational Technology 
Advisory Committee (ETAC), Committee Co-Chairs Salli DiBartolo, 5047 and Michelle Richard, 5057 if you 
are using any required software for your students.

10. Overview of Submissions of Curricula
Information Item: Submission are only accepted once a semester now. “There are two due dates for curriculum 
the 2015-16 academic year. The first due date for curriculum is September 3, 2015. The second due date for 
curriculum is January 21, 2016.” - Christi

From Cluster Chair Meeting: Updating old about systems of curriculum process. Performance based language 
in three years. Simpler platform. Someone needs to be at CDC and AAC meetings to verify minor changes 
(Chair or Originator.) Some forms now not needed - signature and request for action - everything will be 
tracked online.

This is what is scheduled from our Cluster this September: 
CHMC 2910 (Directed Independent Research - Physical Sciences)
BSC 3424 (Nanotechnology) - needs COPS, signature page and RFA
BSCC 4422 will be going through curriculum this fall
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11. Report from Assessment Committee
Dan requested a few minutes to update us on activities. Plus see last page of this agenda for report. 

Dan explained some of the processes for this year’s assessment. He encouraged the production and testing of 
assessment tools that might be more suitable for particular classes and if faculty develop a new tool be sure to 
get it approved and placed in repository.

12. Course Substitution Methods are Not Standardized 
From Cluster Chair Meeting: Approval of course substitution is not formalized. Technically a Cluster Chair 
decision but often not informed enough about program, so Department Chair’s judgement is better.  Eventually 
will be addressed at AAC.

13. Rumors Regarding the Accreditation of our Nursing Programs 
From our web site: “The Nursing programs at EFSC — Registered Nursing, Transition to Registered Nursing, 
Practical Nursing and Patient Care Assistant (Certified Nursing Assistant) — are all currently approved by the 
Florida Board of Nursing (Department of Health).  Approval by the state is all that is REQUIRED to be eligible 
for nursing licensure by the National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN). Additional accreditation by 
the National League of Nursing Accreditation Council (NLNAC) is OPTIONAL. Please be assured that EFSC’s 
Nursing programs prepare students for licensure as Nurses and convey the appropriate standards and skills that 
students will need as a responsible member of their profession. As with any health program, students interested 
in re-locating to another state must ensure that they meet the appropriate guidelines to practice in that State. The 
college is currently in the application process for NLNAC accreditation, but, again, this is not required. If you 
have any concerns, please contact Nancy Montgomery via email at MontgomeryN@easternflorida.edu.”

Faculty discussion included statements that these rumors are not new but have to be continually addressed.

New Business (Action Items): 

14. Request to Include Cell Biology as Credential for BSCC 1010
Please be aware, the Biology discipline has the following advisory notes:
Degrees in Anatomy & Physiology, Entomology, Microbiology, Marine Biology, Botany, CELL BIOLOGY, and 
Zoology are Biological degrees. Medical Doctorates, including Doctor of Chiropractic and 
Osteopathy, generally qualify applicants to teach Anatomy and Physiology.  However, without graduate courses 
in other Biological subjects including Zoology and Botany, applicants do not qualify to teach transferable 
Biology courses. 

Result: Motion was made to include Cell Biology as Credential for BSCC 1010. APPROVED by majority vote.

15. Request for change in General Chemistry for Respiratory Therapy majors
Wayne Brown, Department Chair, New Programs, would like to discuss the possibility of a waiver for the lab 
portion of General Chemistry, for Respiratory Therapy students starting in Spring 2016. (For general review 
here, but Chemistry may want to discuss this later today.)

Result: No motion was made. Faculty did NOT approve the request.

16. Request to drop BSCC 1010 as a prerequisite for BSCC 2039/2094 
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“As cluster chair for Health Sciences/Nursing, I have been asked to put forward a request to drop the General 
Biology prerequisite for Anatomy and Physiology 1 & 2.  Our A.S. programs in Health sciences and Nursing are 
maxed in regards to total credit hours.  With hints of forcibly reducing our credit hour requirements, one of our 
possibilities is that general biology prerequisite.  If possible, can you bring this forward at your cluster meeting 
and let us know if there is any possibility that we could have that happen.” Thank you, Sandi Lanza

Result: No motion was made. Faculty did NOT approve the request.

17. Do All Labs Meet a Minimum Standard for Equipment? What IS the standard?

Faculty discussed the need for proper lab equipment. Chair requested that any lab instructor that feels their lab 
is in need of equipment, especially if other labs/campuses have such equipment, they should email their 
situation. Perhaps a collegewide request could be made since campus based budgeting does not always allow 
for purchase of sufficient equipment. Even a grant may be possible. We may be being judged by universities, 
who recommend that certain classes not be take at EFSC, as having under-equipped labs. 

18. Role of Faculty and Lab Coordinator in Waste Disposal
Mevlut Guvendik: “Today I was invited to a meeting with Dr. Newman and Dr. Babb at Cocoa campus to 
discuss about the new procedure about the lab safety and disposal process of chemical and bio waste. Dr. Babb 
is working (and updating) college wide Operation/Safety Manual. Dr. Newman asked me to bring the following 
topic to our cluster meeting: It is a general understanding that after each lab session, instructor should be 
responsible to identify the end-product or chemical 
product’s categorization  and place a label on their 
containers (after the lab). Then lab coordinator can 
store and arrange disposal process of these materials 
through  a company/Agency compliant with local and 
State/Federal Regulations. How would faculty will 
feel about this? Is this an “Okay” procedure in terms 
of responsibility of faculty and lab coordinator?”

This issue was unresolved at this Cluster meeting 
although there was extensive discussion. Various 
mechanisms of labeling waste was discussed, 
including placement of label cards on containers after 
each lab session. Jessica suggested a card such as that 
at right. As Chair, I contacted Dr. Simpson by phone, 
who will in turn bring the matter to the Executive 
Council in order to address this important issue. 

19. Other Business and Announcements
Faculty discussed some of the hazardous waste incidents at the college along with strategies to control them. 
This discussion continued in some breakout meetings. Faculty are anticipating the hiring of a No action was 
taken.

It was noted that no one to date has information on curriculum alignment meetings.
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20. BREAKOUT MEETINGS: 

PHYSICS is requested to ratify class objectives for College Physics PHY 2053 and 2054.
Result: College physics needs some editing in WIDS and full submission of paperwork. Jim will see to it 
in consultation with physics faculty. Course will be submitted in January.

PHYSICS is requested to plan lab objectives for General Physics PHY 2048 and 2049.
Result: Physics Faculty will construct objectives to match the Competencies. Courses will be submitted in 
January.

PHYSICS is requested to plan class objectives for Principles of Physics PHY 2025.
Result: Physics Faculty will construct objectives to match the Competencies. Course will be submitted in 
January.

BIOLOGY is requested to approve Nanotechnology (BSC 3424) course for CDC.
Result: Nanotechnology course and associated documents need to be sent to cluster and submitted. 

CHEMISTRY is requested to standardize the prerequisites for CHM 1045 and CHMH 1045.
Result: MAC 1105 to be the prerequisite for both CHM 1045 and CHM 1045H. Jim will file the paperwork.
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